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PROACTOnDemand® – A Secured Subscription Solution to Delivering your RCA.
Analysts can now manage their RCA investigations ‘on the go’ using their mobile devices.

Hopewell, VA – July 25, 2016 – RCI, a leading Reliability Consulting firm specializing in Equipment,
Process, Human Performance, Safety and Environmental Root Cause Analysis (RCA) investigations, today
announced the launch of their PROACTOnDemand® V2, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).

- Accommodates most common RCA methods such as 5Y’s, Fishbone Diagrams, Cause & Effect,
  Form Based and Logic Tree – Rendered in real time.
- Put your field data to work instantly with syncing & saving to PROACTOnDemand® V2.
  Interviews, images, verification of failures can all be uploaded to your PROACT RCA dashboard
to share with your team members.
- Built in PROACT® Guide – Use anywhere within your analysis for next step guidance.
- Includes RCA Severity Matrix, RCA Set-up Wizard and RCA Report Wizard.
- Includes an administrator dashboard to assign team members permissions (read/write, read only,
delete), assigning new team members, analysis types and customizing various drop down menus.
- Organize, document, maintain and standardize analyses across your facility and sister sites using
customizable reports with Table of Contents, Company Logo and Cover Pages. Print or Save as PDF.
- Completed published analyses automatically become searchable templates in the database. Over 300
  published PROACT® templates are included for searching and incorporation into an existing RCA.
- Perform custom searches with key words, previous suggestions, parts, people and more.
- No Lawyers, IT departments, or software required.
- Access PROACTOnDemand® anytime through mobile devices, PC and MAC using Google®
  Chrome Browser integrity and security.
- Robust Root Cause Analysis SaaS environment – secured purchasing, data & code authenticity.
- RCI supports you every step of the way with Videos, Tutorials, Webinars, Live Remote Assistance
  & Chat, Online and Classroom Training.
- Two week demo available.

PROACT® Logic Tree Knowledge Management Templates® are included with purchase. The templates
database houses completed logic trees specific to industrial or healthcare. Each tree is drilled down to
the REAL root causes of the undesirable events. These unique PROACT® templates are based on RCI’s
more than 30+ years of RCA experience in just about every industry and will provide a system of
“checks-and-balances” for comprehensive analyses.

For information visit: www.reliability.com/proact-ondemand-rca-online.html

About Reliability Center, Inc.

Over the past 30+ years, Reliability Center, Inc. has grown into one of the major global providers of Root
Cause Analysis and Human Error Reduction solutions. Its innovative and results-proven analysis solutions
have increased the precision, productivity and profitability of numerous business, industry, government
and healthcare organizations worldwide. Designed to be a learning and growth facilitator, RCI can help
organizations produce the paradigm shifts necessary to challenge the limits of mediocrity and thrive in
an increasingly competitive global marketplace.